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PRINCIPAL'S MESSAGE
Cal l ing Al l Leader s!
I am pleased to announce that a second session of
the Leadership Academy will be offered in February. Any
third, fourth, or fifth grade students who did not attend the
first session are eligible to apply. Students interested in
applying may obtain an application from their classroom
teacher beginning on Friday, January 22.
Students who are interested in participating in the
Leadership Academy must attend a Student Informational
Meeting on Thursday, January 21 during their lunch period
in the multi-purpose room. Bring your lunch to the MPR so
that you can eat during the meeting.
There will will be a Parent Informational Meeting on
Tuesday, January 26 from 6-7 PM in the Multi-purpose
Room. Students who are interested in participating in the
Leadership Academy should encourage their parents to
attend this VERY important meeting.
The Leadership Academy will be limited to
approximately 40 students. The seven class sessions will
be held on February 3, 10, 24 (which is a minimum day),
March 2, 9, 23, 30.
Applications are due no later than Friday, January 29
at 4 pm.
I look forward to working with another amazing
group of inspiring leaders.

"Being apar t of t he
newspaper has been a
oncein a l if et ime
ex per ience."

Hawk Headl ines
Fir st Edit ion
The newspaper staff
presented Mrs. Cunningham
with the first edition of Hawk
Headlines. Hopefully this is
the first of many that will be
produced over the years.
By Kaya
(Newspaper st af f )

Mrs. Cunningham
Hawk Headlines is a student driven publication. All articles are written and edited by the student
newspaper staff.

Ref l ect ions
What is Ref l ect ions?
I am one of the participants in the Reflections. The
Reflections is an art competition. Everybody who
participated was truly brave. It?s hard to make some art
and share it with judges who are the difference to your
art?s rank.
Congrats to all of you who won a prize. As I have said, it
is quite hard to achieve the goal of getting a prize.
To those who got an honorable mention, your artwork
was quite special. It may have not won a prize,but it
was still real good.
To all who did not win a prize, you were good. To
participate itself is quite a thing to do. You shall benefit
anyway.
What is the best thing of Reflections? I think it's a
competition to bring artwork together and enjoy what
our friends made. It also is a time to see how others
weave their feelings into art. All who never
entered,don?t worry. You?ll be able to enter next year.
By Tanaya
Cont r ibut or : 4t h Gr adeSt udent

Music Composit ion
In the Reflections contest I did music
composition. It was not that hard but there
were difficulties. I have been practicing for
three years now and I do not plan to stop.
Even though I did not get first place, I am still
proud of myself. At first I did not know what to
do, but as I tried harder and harder, it became
easier. Finally, I got all the notes down on a
sheet of paper. After that, I had to record me
playing and transfer the music on a chip and
turn it in. The wait was suspenseful but it
turned out well. After that, I was proud of
myself for trying and I really liked how the
song turned out.

Highl and Oaks
Ref l ect ions
By An
(Newspaper St af f )

Ref l ect ions Ent r y
It Isn't Rocket Science...
?Our imagination flies -- we are its shadow on the Earth? is a quote that Vladimir Nabokov said.
Imagination is one of the few things that all humans have in common, and it is what made the
man-made things around you. The desk you are sitting at, the clock that you can?t stop glancing at,
and the car that you drove for so long, are all examples of people?s imagination. Imagination is
probably one of the most important aspects of our lives. Sure, while you?re working, thinking about
oranges is probably not a good idea, but imagination is one of the things that is keeping the human
race alive for so long and so advanced. The world around us is built out of imagination. Knowledge
can only take you so far; imagination can take you anywhere.
Anyone has imagination and can use it in all directions, but everyone has different interests and
passions that they want to pursue during the period of their lifetime. If it were me, I would choose to
pursue animation and making stories. I use my imagination with animating because to think up of a
script, thinking of all those cartoony characters, and to think of all the possible ways to animate them
takes imagination. Why is that red square there? Imagination. Why has that text so smoothly
descended into the floor like a big black blob? Imagination. Have you ever watched an animated
movie and thought, ?Wow. This movie is just breath-taking!?? How did that come to life? Imagination.
It all starts with our imagination, then we put it on paper and the whole process starts on how the
movie is made. But if you didn?t imagine it at all, it wouldn?t be there. I use imagination with stories by
imagining a plot, a solution, characters, and the setting. Then I can get to work on the story. But
without imagining, the story itself wouldn?t be there. Imagination is the base of anything, just like to
get to the top of the stairs, the base is the first step. Without it, you will not be able to get to the top at
all. In conclusion, any way you use your imagination, it is the base of whatever you do, and in my
case, that?s animation and making stories.
Using your imagination should be done in everyday life, and it should be done like a habit, but should
be controlled. You might ask yourself, ?But why??. For that, I?ll give you one simple answer: look
around you. Look at all the man-made objects you can see. These objects all come from someone?s
imagination. Without them or their imagination, this essay wouldn?t be here, and the chair you are
sitting in probably wouldn?t be there, either. And if you are still asking yourself about why that is
important, the answer to the problem is that you would probably be with nothing at all. That is how
important imagination is. With it, everything is here. Without it, nothing will be here. Imagination
controls everything, so if we stopped, then everything would collapse on itself.
After you read my essay, you may think about how it is. But what I want you to think about is: what
would you do without imagination? What do you do that uses imagination? and you?ll see how
powerful it really is. Everyone has imagination and should let it fly. It isn?t rocket science.
By Ar ul
(Newspaper St af f )

Our imaginat ion
f l ies - wear eit s
shadow on t he
Ear t h

STUDENTCOUNCIL
Cookies f or cour age
We were so excited to meet the people who
serve of the cities.To show our gratitude, we
were delivering some cookies. Driving in their
loud trucks and cars, putting out the fires and
protecting our city from criminals, we were giving
cookies of courage to these brave people. Katie,
Ella, and Ainsley first, arrived to station 107 on
Orange Grove, Arcadia. They announced a
thankful speech and gave the firefighters their
cookies, along with cards from our
Kindergartners in Mrs. Homan?s class. The
second one we went to was a another fire station
right next to the Santa Anita Mall. It was station
105. Sadly, they were not there, these firemen
were on a call so they weren?t able to see them.
Next, the girls went the Arcadia police station.
And the Chief Mr. Bob Guthrie came down and
we enjoyed his company very much. We loved
giving our local servers a pinch of thankfulness
and we hoped they liked it.

Spir it Day

Col or Day
A lot of people in Highland Oaks participated in this
event. This event was just to wear the color your
grade was assigned. Fifth grade had purple, fourth
grade got green, third grade got blue, second grade
got yellow, first grade got orange, and kindergarten
got red. This event was, like all events, optional,
meaning that you didn?t have to do that. Here are
some great pictures from this event.
By St ephanie
(newspaper st af f )

By Kat ie and El l a
(newspaper st af f )

VETERAN'S
DAY

This year Highland Oaks thought we should show our brave and
courageous veterans some respect. So we thought we should write them
cards for our gratefulness. In the pavilion we had all the supplies to make
the beautiful cards. Voluntarily, kids from all over the school came to
make a card. Our plan was to mail them and they were successfully sent.

FIRESAFETY
by Ir is
(Newspaper St af f )

Do you believe everything the weather
forecast announces? You never know when a
natural disaster comes. That?s why you should
always be prepared for when a fire or an
earthquake comes. Think ahead of time and be
prepared for any natural disasters.
Being prepared for any emergency is very
crucial because you plan ahead of time. One way
to know that you are ready for an emergency is
by making an escape plan. Draw your house floor
plan and indicate any windows or doors using a
different color like blue. This drawing can be hung
on the refrigerator using magnets. Whenever you
forget just take a look. During an emergency you
can follow the escape plan and go out the door. If
you have a big family, everyone can plan their
own exit. Direct each family member to a different
exit like their own window or door. Not only do
you have to know the escape plan, but you also
need to practice it quite a few times too. Maybe
you and your family can practice it a few times a
year so you understand the process of it and get
the hang of it. Once your whole family gets used
to it, you don?t even need the drawing of your
house floor plan, but just in case somebody
forgets keep it up on your refrigerator. You can
even practice it by setting an alarm and making an
unscheduled or unknown emergency escape plan
so they know what to do when there is a real fire
and emergency. This method can be used
regularly and helps a ton. Keep practicing until
everyone knows the floor plan by heart. In a real
emergency there isn?t any time for you to take a
quick look at the floor plan, therefore everyone
has to memorize it. When you're practicing with
your family, it doesn?t have to be boring. You can
turn it totally different and make it kind of like a
game to play. You can time it or make it into a
race. Either way, you are trying to make sure
everybody knows the route. There should also be
a First Aid kit, and know who is gonna bring it out
with them. In your First Aid kit you must provide
medicine and bandages, food, water, flashlight,
and radio. If you are still concerned you can also
store a fully charged phone so you can contact
anyone is case of emergency. Remember, just be
careful and prepare.

INTERVIEWWITHMS. C
ABOUTTHEHOLIDAYSHOW
Which song(s) are you most excited about?
?We have a number of good songs--it's hard to pick just
one as a favorite. I like that we have a great mix of
song styles from rock, pop, traditional, ballads. They
are all fun to prepare and rehearse.?
Do you think that this year?s holiday performance will
be as successful as it has been before?
?We have a history of putting on good music shows at
Highland Oaks, and I think this year's holiday
performance will successfully keep up the tradition.?
How do you think the rehearsals are going?
?Rehearsals are going well for the holiday program.
The rehearsals this week are the final ones before the
show, and I think we are in good shape.?
What do you think might be the star of the holiday
performance, and which song do you think the kids are
enjoying the most?
?Our focus for this holiday program is group singing.
All the grade levels are doing well, so it's hard to predict
if one grade level is going to go above and beyond in
their performance as far as being considered a star. I
will note that second grade has had consistently great
rehearsals and a good work ethic all season long.?
Are you excited about the holiday performance?
?The music teachers are excited about the upcoming
show and looking forward to sharing the music and
performances with our friends and families.?
What is the hardest choreography or songs given to a
grade (which one seems to be the most challenging to a
grade)?
?The fourth and fifth grades and the Show Choir are the
groups with the most challenging choreography. Show
Choir in particular must know their choreography
without depending on any dance help during the show
from the conductor.?

by Cl air e
(Newspaper St af f )

Pal i
By: Kaya and LEna
(Newspaper st af f )

November 18, 19, and 20, 2015, were the
some of the most memorable days of the fifth grade
students?lives. Smiles were spread across
everyone's faces while hiking, doing the ropes
course, playing GAGA, watching movies, and
launching rockets. The students did many different
activities.
To begin with, activities went on during both
day and night. For example, during the night we did
astronomy or went on a night hike. These two night
activities expanded the thoughts of every student
and taught them abilities within themselves that
they had never known before. Going on the ropes
course helped people face mental, social, and
physical challenges, such as fright of falling
(mental), trusting the instructor to catch you (social),
and climbing the ropes and pegs (physical). While at
the ropes course we had 3 different jobs. One of the
jobs was the spotter, who is supposed to catch the
climber in case he/she falls. Also, there were the
people who were climbing, called the spider, and
the people who were the rope wranglers.
Overall Pali was a fun and exciting field trip
that was good to be a part of. The fifth grade Pali
trip was a once in a lifetime experience. This was a
time that no one will ever forget.

To view a video of the 5th graders
at Pali, click on the link below. The
password is pali.

https://vimeo.com/146441592

Awor d f r om Mr s. Lucas
Upcoming Book Discussions f or l at e Januar y or ear ly Febr uar y
For 2nd Graders ? White Fur Flying by Patricia MacLachlan
Life is never dull for Zoe and Alice. Their mother rescues Great Pyrenees dogs until a new home can
be found for them. The family is always kept busy and it is never quiet in their home. Across the street
a new family has moved in but the young boy named Phillip is always quiet. In fact he never speaks
anymore. What happened that would cause Phillip to stop speaking? Maybe, just maybe, Zoe can help
Phillip break his silence ? with the help of a furry, 100 pound dog.
For 3rd Graders ? Malcolm at Midnight by Richard Beck
When Malcolm the rat arrives as a new class pet at McKenna School, he is thrilled with his new home.
Soon he finds out about the Midnight Academy, a secret group of classroom pets that keeps the kids
safe at school. There?s just one problem - rats have a terrible reputation! So when the Academy?s
iguana leader is kidnapped, Malcolm must prove his innocence? and show that even rats can be good
guys. This book is part fantasy, part adventure and part mystery. Check it out!
For 4th & 5th Graders ? The Book of Three by Lloyd Alexander
Taran is desperate for adventure. Being a lowly Assistant Pig-Keeper just isn't exciting. That is, until the
magical pig, Hen Wen, disappears and Taran embarks on a death-defying quest to save her from the
evil Horned King of the Underworld. During his perilous adventures Taran encounters many
memorable friends: a grumpy dwarf, a silly bard, a strange hairy beast and the hot-headed Princess
Eilonwy. Together, they face many dangers, from the deathless Cauldron-Born warriors, dragons,
witches and the terrifying Horned King himself. The Book of Three is the 1st book in the 5-book
Chronicles of Prydain series. You can find all five of the books in the the Highland Oaks Library.

Book Nook
Tr easur eHunt er s - Danger Down TheNil e
Lex il e Lev el :810L

The Kidds family?s kids are on an quest to find their missing
parents, but they need money. Except, the Kidds are left without
money, are under their weird Uncle Timothy?s guardianship, and
are supposed to be attending a strict, crazy, Hogwarts-like school.
With walls and walls of obstacles along the way, in addition to a
strenuous and dangerous adventure, will the Kidds be able to find
their parents? More importantly, will they even survive?
By: LEna
(Newspaper st af f )

I do believe something very

magical can happen when
you read a good book.
~ J.K. Rowling

3r d gr ade music v isit

oAK'St r a
The Highland Oaks Oak?stra has been
here many years. Our teachers are Mr.
Peck and Mr. Henning and they are very
skilled in music. The Oak?stra includes
instruments like violins, violas, and cellos.

BY St ephanieAnd Conner
(Newspaper St af f )

? Music ?

The beginner Oak?stra (do not be fooled) are
4th grade or anyone good enough. They are
trying to learn to be as good as the Honors
Oak?stra. But with Mr. Peck teaching, they?re
sure to make it through. They are still great on
violins, violas, and cellos. The Oak?stra is also
trying hard to beat the band. While the Spring
Concert is almost at the end of the year, they
are practicing their songs as hard as they can
can.
The Honors Oak?stra are 5th graders. They are
the more experienced musicians.They are also
competing with the Honors Band. The Honors
Oak?stra are going to the Side by Side concert
with the high schoolers and for the second time
they are playing in the spring concert. They are
practicing their songs, like the harder version of
Ode to Joy and Themes from the Nutcracker.

During the month of November the
third grade classes went to the MPR.
Since they are third graders the grade
has not yet been introduced to
instrumental music. As the conductor
walked from stations such as
woodwinds, brass, percussion, and
strings, he played some of the
instruments in that category. First the
instructor showed them how to play the
instruments and what sound they made
through a PowerPoint, but after, the
third graders actually got to play the
instruments themselves and make
music. The 3rd graders learned a lot
about music during this encounter and
we hope that they?ll choose to play an
instrument next year in fourth grade
and hopefully, also in fifth grade.

BY AN
(Newspaper St af f )

Spel l - a- t hon
By Conner
(Newspaper St af f )

This was the first Highland Oaks spell-a-thon. We collected pledges and
the money all goes to the music program. Parents, grandparents, or even
friends pledged per word or flat rate. There were one hundred words
which were very difficult spread out over a few days. The whole school
was studying hard to spell as many words as possible. The grades that
were participating in the spell-a-thon were K-5. Each grade had different
words that were challenging each student's spelling skills. We did great in
raising money to help the music program. Thank you to everyone that
participated.

Thir d Gr ade
3r d Gr ade is Thankf ul f or ?
by Tiar a
Cont r ibut or : 3r d gr adest udent

One of our own 5th grade teachers,
Mrs Kitteringham thought of having
students from different grade levels talk
about what they are doing during the
school year. During Thanksgiving the third
graders wrote about what they are thankful
for, at the school, at their houses and the
many people that they are thankful for in
their lives.
Have you walked in the computer lab
and noticed a huge paper cornucopia with
different pictures of a fruit and saw that
they had writing in them? Well, the third
graders this year are writing what they are
thankful for on those paper fruits.
We might be giving thanks to the
proctors for looking after us on the
playground during recess, Mr. Fernando
and Mr Victor for cleaning our school, Mrs.
Cunningham for the great principal she has
already been for us for a few years at this
school, or even the best of them all the
TEACHERS!!!! They provide help to us in
the classroom, solve our problems, teach
us math, social studies, science and best of
all they care for us and attend to our needs
at school and teach us new things every
day!
Finally, we are thankful for all of the
wonderful things that kind, and generous,
people do for us in all of our lives. We
would like to give thanks to them by writing
on a piece of paper so that whenever they
go into the computer lab they will see our
board and be happy to see their names on
the computer lab wall signed by all of us
third graders.

Tr adit ional Dol l s
by Ashl ey
Cont r ibut or : 3r d gr adest udent

The third grade has made traditional
dolls and we would like to share with our
classmates some of the cultures around
the world. All of the 3rd graders have
made a doll, representing one of the
cultures that they are. These are some
doll cultures from the 3rd grade scholars
Chinese, Japanese, Irish, German,
Scottish, and Korean. All of the dolls are
beautiful from every culture. Cultures from
different people make up our class....our
grade....our school!!

Kinder gar t en
Guest Reader

Ms. Hawkins' Cl ass
Last Wednesday, kindergarten had a special guest
reader: Ms. Hawkins' dad! Mr. Hawkins came to all
kindergarten classrooms and read Polar Express to
the kids. He discussed the magic of Christmas and
having Christmas spirit. Each child received their
very own bell to remember the experience! All the
students enjoyed getting to know Mr. Hawkins and
listening to him recite a story he reads to his family
every Christmas Eve. We are very lucky he joins us
every year during the holidays to share his Christmas
traditions!

Thir d Gr ade
Hour of Code
Hour of Code
Since last week was code week, Mrs. Smith gave
us an opportunity to do coding so we could learn
about computer science. We participated in an hour
of code at https://code.org/. We got to choose what
we wanted to do. We got to choose between games
like Minecraft, Frozen, etc. Most of us chose
Minecraft and some people created a Flappy Bird
game. We learned how to make a game and
learned about some of the creators of the games.
We had a great time participating in the hour of
code.
By Benj amin
Cont r ibut or : 3r d Gr adeSt udent

Env ir onment def ender s
The Environment Defenders recently held an assembly reminding us to protect the
environment. Here are some reminders.
First, solid waste like garbage has to go somewhere. That somewhere is the landfills.
However, we?re rapidly running out of space for landfills. Besides that, we?ve got an even
bigger problem. There?s too much trash! To add on to that, if we keep adding on to the trash
at this rate, by the time we go to college, no more space is going to be left! Anyways, the
trash people produce each year is enough to fill 35 Rose Bowls!
Second, with the 4 R?s (reduce, reuse, recycle, and rethink), we can cut down on the
trash we produce. To reduce means to lessen the amount of trash you produce. To reuse
means to use things over and over again, like using a water bottle or a plastic bottle several
times, instead of just throwing it away. Recycling is simple. All you have to do is throw
away reusable materials like plastic, paper, and aluminum so new products can be made.
Plastic can be used to make plastic bottles, paper can be reused into new paper, and
aluminum cans can be melted and pressed into new cans.
Another factor in the assembly was to not litter near storm drains. Well, speaking of
littering on the streets, you shouldn?t do that, but you especially need to be careful near
storm drains. Storm drains lead off into the sea, so basically, the stuff you?re putting in there
gets flung into the ocean, which can interfere with wildlife. So littering in the storm drains is
a big NO.
The last factor mentioned was about household chemicals. Every house, including yours
has chemicals, which of course, can?t be avoided. These chemicals are NOT to be thrown
away in your ordinary trash or recycle bin. You have to take it to a place where they
specially handle these chemicals. Household chemicals, such as chemical cleaner, nail
polish, and yes, your phones are household chemicals. Phones are also known as E-waste,
or electronic waste.
I hope, that with this in mind, you can make Earth a greener planet.

By St ephanie
(Newspaper St af f )

Door Decor at ing Cont est
The door decoration contest was a contest during the holidays to see which classes could
decorate the best doors that summed up the holiday spirit. There were paper, plastic, cloth, and
even Christmas lights! Some doors were pictures of Santa stuck in the chimney, Rudolph, or
even gingerbread men and hot chocolate. The school was divided into three categories:
kindergarten, transitional kindergarten, and first grade in the first category, second and third
grade in the second category, and fourth and fifth grade in the third category. There could be
multiple winners for each category, so in the first category, the winners were Mrs. Homan and
Ms. Hawkins, in second grade and third grade, the winners were Mrs. Britt, and Mrs. Fey, and
in the third category, the winners were Mrs. Kitteringham and Mr. Homan. Here are some
pictures of the doors.

Leader ship Academy
Habit # 2
Begin wit h t he End i n Mind
Habit two is Begin with the End in
Mind. This means that you have to be
perseverant and set goals. Plan by
making small steps that go towards
your goal. For example, if you have a
goal of finishing your writing for
class in two days, then some small
steps along with focusing on your
work might be to try and finish a
paragraph or two each day.
Beginning with the end in in mind
also requires you to have to be
proactive. This would mean that if
you make steps towards a goal you
have to go through with them. Be
responsible by trying to do as much
as you can rather than pushing your
work aside until the last minute. The
reason you shouldn?t do these things
is because usually last minute work is
rushed which means that it won?t be
the best you can.
By Anabel l e
Cont r ibut or : 5t h Gr adeSt udent

Leader ship Academy
Congratulations to the first Highland
Oaks leadership class. We are
proud of you.

Sy ner gy Act iv it ies
Many people did synergy activities like card
games and straws. They were all a success and
the leaders were great projecting their voice and
leading. Some even did a ping pong ball
challenge here is one.
Last week Mrs. Kitteringham?s class did a
synergy activity with straws. The point of the
game was to link straws with their table group
and either spin in a 360 circle or squat down and
crisscross. They were encouraging each other
to move. Some straws dropped but most of
them didn?t. Students say it was frustrating
others thought it was kind of fun. But there was
one group that was the most encouraging. A girl
said ?We can do it.? The rest of the group tried
to help by saying where to go. In the end the
activity was a success.
By An
(Newspaper St af f )

Technol ogy
Gadget s & Gizmos
The first item on our list is the nine dollar computer. This tiny computer is called C. H. I. P. Though it
doesn?t include a battery, keyboard, mouse, or any other accessories, they sell an accessory called
Pocket C. H. I. P. This nifty device lets you plug a C. H. I. P. in, and then you?ve got a device like an
iPhone. You can read about it here: https://prezi.com/lg5dvmxg7nwb/the-chip-computer/# (by Arul
and Nicolas).
Another gizmo is the 3Doodler pen. This pen may just seem like a regular pen, but it shoots out
plastic, which means it can draw in the air! Literally! You can make 3D shapes, or build structures,
or really anything that comes to mind. At $100, the price may seem a bit too high, but for a mini 3D
printer in your hand, it?s worth the price. Read about it here: http://the3doodler.com/.
The last item is the Sphero 2.0. At $129, this may seem a bit too pricey, but the fun is endless. Race
this robotic ball around houses, or go outside and put it in the nubby©, the cover, so you can roll it
in the outdoors. It even can swim, and is an excellent dog toy. Get it now at
http://www.sphero.com/sphero.
By Ar ul
(Newspaper St af f )

Simpl e Machines
Almost everything in the world moves by simple machines
whether its complex or simple. In our Grade 2 classes, we
have been working on building objects using simple
machines. For example, we built the seesaw. If you put the
axle on the left with the same amount of weight on each side
it will still not be even. If the axle is on the right it will do it on
the other side. We added different objects on either side to
see when it balances. Another example of something we
built is a catapult. We added a wad of paper to demonstrate
how it works. If the beam is longer, the subject will go
farther away. If the beam is shorter, the subject will go a
shorter distance. Lastly, our groups constructed the car and
launcher. The launcher with a longer axle will make the car
travel further. The shorter axle will make the car go a
shorter distance. If you launch it on the blacktop it will go
farther. If it goes on the grass, it will go a shorter distance.
The varying speeds and distance is due to friction. I hope
you understand the concept of simple machines and friction.
By Benj amin
Cont r ibut or : 2nd Gr adeSt udent

The Moder n Day Pr incess and Pauper
Two Chr ist mas St or ies f r om Dif f er ent Per spect iv es

By Lena
(Newspaper St af f )

ThePer f ect Chr ist mas
?Merry Christmas Mary!? The maids all shouted together excitedly. Anxiously, I looked around the room,
and was not surprised to find that my parents had broken their promise- they wouldn?t be there for
Christmas, again.
Gifts flooded through the room endlessly, as maids and other staff members brought gifts and placed them
in my hands. Stiffly, I unwrapped the tightly wrapped wrapping paper, and knew, that I was opening the
first gift of Christmas, once again, without my parents. When everyone was done bringing in all the gifts
my parents had sent in from foreign places, the chefs brought in a cake nearly as large as a computer, with
eleven candles on it. How could I forget? My parents weren?t here for my 11th birthday either. Perfect, just
perfect, I thought. I pondered on what I?d wish for, while the maid lit the candles. Everyone (except for my
parents that is) sang happy birthday to me, and I blew out my candles. ?I wish I was in a normal family,? I
mumbled quietly under my breath. After a full day of disappointment, I layed in bed, still hoping that my
parents would soon walk through that door on the other side of my room, saying, ?Happy birthday Mary,?
hand in hand, running over, and tickling me until my insides hurt, just like before. The next morning, I
awoke from a dreamless sleep, in a bed that was at least 5 times smaller than my old bed. Pushing my
covers down, I saw two people, that I automatically recognized. It was my parents holding a small gift,
hand in hand, singing ?Happy Birthday? in unison. Tears threatened to roll down my cheeks, as they
brought the gift towards me. When I lifted the top, I was delighted to find a small golden puppy, who
jumped right into my arms. The rest of the day was filled with pleasant surprises such as a puppy who
loved me to high heaven (whom I?d named Darling), parents who loved me more than anything, and a
perfect Christmas slash birthday dinner. That night, I went to bed, my heart fluttering with joy. Darling
snuggled into my arm, and helped me sleep even better than I already would?ve.
When I awoke the next morning, I was back in my old room, in my unnecessarily large bed, with Darling
still in my arms. When I asked if anyone missed me, they gave me a puzzled look and asked me where I?d
gotten the puppy. Also, whenever I tried to explain that I hadn?t been here for a full day, they ignored me
and said that I was being silly and it was time to stop. Darling was my only proof that I had been
somewhere else at the time, but only she and I would know that it was true. From then on, I wasn?t upset
that my parents weren?t ever there for any of my other Christmases/birthdays, but I knew that Darling was
there, and she always would be. And that was enough for me.

The Moder n Day Pr incess and Pauper

A Not so Poor Chr ist mas
?Aww, didn?t the poor homeless girl get any pity presents?? Jenna teased. ?Aww, we donated lots of presents.
Didn?t you get any?? Kalani continued. My stomach began to heat up as I tightly clenched my hands. I could
feel my face getting warm, but I couldn?t help it. They?d been teasing me ever since my dad lost his business.
We used to be best friends until I got ?poor?. I?d never tell my parents this, because it?d just add to all the stress
they already had trying to take care of Me, my older sister May, and my baby brother John. ?Sarah! It?s time
for dinner!? My mom called. Saved, I thought. My legs felt weightless as I ran home for supper.
It was after I had finished my supper, when I walked over to the sink, with my dish heavier than I expected, and
looked over to the Christmas tree, seeing that there were no presents, even on Christmas eve. As I freshened
up and brushed my teeth, although I knew that there would not be any presents under the Christmas tree, even
tomorrow, on Christmas day, as I said my silent prayer, I still hoped for the book I had seen in the window of
Barnes and Nobles-Bridge to Terabithia. That night, I dreamt of sugarplums and nutcracker prince?s. When the
sun had finally awoke from it?s slumber, I groggily tiptoed silently towards the living room. Although with the
knowledge that there wouldn?t be a single gift, I looked towards the Christmas tree, and was surprised to see a
rectangular and thin gift wrapped in blue and green chevron striped wrapping paper, with a fancy white bow
on top. I tiptoed towards the gift, and was even more shocked to see a small tag that read, To: Sarah From:
Santa. Silently, I picked up the gift, and skipped over to the couch. Ever gently, I managed to peel the bow off
the wrapping paper soundlessly, undid the tape, the wrapping paper, and found a small card with my name on
it, along with the book I?d wanted for ever so long-Bridge to Terabithia. I hugged the book to my chest for a
moment, and then remembered the card. While gently placing the book down onto the small coffee table, I
picked up the delicate card and opened the envelope?s flap. Inside lay a marvelous card, but when I opened it,
it was even better. It said;

Dear Sarah,
I knowthat youhavenot been in such a good condition, with somemean friends, and your father?s
business shuttingdown, but I watched youcarefully, and sureenough, youstayed strongthrough it
all and wereconsiderateby not complainingtoyour parents and addingtoall thestress that they
already have. I?vealsoseen yougazeintothewindowof Barnes and Nobles at this book, and I think
youchosea very good book for yourself. It shows friendship, courage, and loveall throughout the
story, just as youhaveduringyour situation. I hopeyouenjoy my gift, and don?t takeit as a ?pity
present?.
Yours Truly,
Santa Claus
Tears of joy threatened to roll down my cheeks, when I heard my sister?s voice. ?Sarah, is that you?? ?Morning
May,? I replied. Stuffing the fancy bow, wrapping paper, and book into my robe, I nudged her aside a bit and
fast-walked towards my room. With my brother sleeping and my sister in the living room, I was glad to nearly
have the room to myself. ?Thanks,? I whispered under my breath, praying that Santa could hear me. I?d placed
everything onto my bed, and was just about to lie down and read the book, when I heard a small voice. ?Pass
on the gift,? It said. At first, I didn?t understand, but then, I realized what it meant. I tucked everything under my
blankets and walked out towards the kitchen to make my family a nice, pancake breakfast.

Hanukkah
A lot of people celebrate Christmas, if
you are Christian. Well you celebrate
Hanukkah if you are Jewish. We celebrate
Hanukkah for a certain reason. The reason
is because Syrians came into the
synagogue one day and said you can not
learn Hebrew. You practice your Jewish
religion. He threatened to kill anybody who
disobeyed him. He came with a huge
army. He made them sacrifice an animal to
a statue because they believed that gods
souls were in states. The Jews did not like
this at all. They would study in secret and
make a plan to attack. They only had
enough oil to burn for 1 day. But a miracle
happened and the oil lasted for 8 days.
That is why Hanukkah is 8 days long. They
made a plan and then attacked. Judah
Maccabee and his army of Jews over
through the Syrians.They could go back to
their religious customs. Now we celebrate
Hanukkah. We light one candle each night
and say the prayer. That is the story of
Hanukkah or the miracle of lights.

My mom came into my class and taught
the class how to play dreidel. She passed out a
dreidel to everyone in my class. She wrote the
Hebrew signs on the board. They are gimmel
which means win all, nun which means nothing
happens, hay which means you get half and
shin which means that you have to put one in
the middle. We got into groups then played
dreidel. Instead of using gelt (which is
chocolate in the shape of a quarter) we used
little foam squares. Everyone got 6 little
squares. After that we lit the Hanukkah
candles. My mom and I said the prayer, and
blew the candles out because the smoke alarm
would have gone off. Usually you would not
blow out the candles. But that is what we did in
my class for Hanukkah.

By Ben
Cont r ibut or : 5t h Gr ade St udent

Mr s. Lihani - Cl assr oom Visit
Last week Mrs. Lihani came to our classroom and talked to us about respect. She showed us
a video called "Starting the Ripple." That means things you do affect other people. Everyone
thought the video was about being nice and that starts the ripple. But when I look into the
video more, I realized that it is not just when you are nice it affects everyone. It also means
that when you?re mean, it affects everyone. In the video that Mrs. Lihani showed, a
Holocaust survivor spoke about treating everyone the same and starting the ripple. The
example was that a kid each dropped a stone in a calm lake, and the ripples that they caused
slowly touched other ripples. This shows that if you make a difference, it will affect others. A
student also said, ?If you tell someone that they?re ugly, you?re not getting any prettier, and if
you?re calling someone dumb, you won?t get any smarter.? That is why it is important to
respect people and especially yourself.
By Russel l
Cont r ibut or : 5t h Gr ade St udent

NEWSPAPER IDEAS
If you have an idea for Hawk Headlines, please complete the Google Form
available through the link below. This may be something that you would like to
write about, an essay or poem that you are proud of, a piece of art, a class
activity,an outside of school activity, or anything else that you feel would be a great
addition to our school newspaper. All ideas will be considered, but depending on
the number of submissions, all articles may not make it to the publication. The next
edition is planned for the end of January.
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